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Abstract
Compliance Checking (CC) would be a lot easier if we could automatically map between (1) terms 
that occur in building regulations and (2) elements of buildings and building products. However, the 
terminology used in the regulations is vastly different from the terminology found in Building Information 
Models (BIM). We are therefore forced to somehow shoehorn the vocabulary of regulatory terms into a 
set of classes that may well be several orders of magnitude smaller. This paper aims to reduce the gap 
between terms found verbatim in the regulations, and the classes that exist in Linked Data Vocabularies 
in Architecture and Construction. We explore the automated extraction of domain terminology from 
building regulations, and interlink the resulting terms with existing controlled vocabularies like Uniclass. 
The resulting Knowledge Graph (KG) can be used to suggest relevant and related domain terminology, 
which improves collecting the inventory of Linked Data terms required for CC.
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1. Introduction

Most buildingwork requires approval, hence regulations are frequently accessed by professionals
in the construction industry – from architects to building inspectors and contractors [1]. On
top of this, regulatory compliance is of critical importance to existing building, as corroborated
by incidents like the disastrous Grenfell fire [2]. Despite a plethora of motivations [3, 4, 5], and
a long history of research [6, 7], a solution to Automated Compliance Checking (ACC) remains
at large – also see our other paper submitted to this workshop [8]. The crux of most ACC
motivations is to improve the usability of the building regulations – in terms of effectiveness,
efficiency and ease-of-use. A related strand of ACC research specifically focuses on supporting
human experts during a compliance audit or even during design [9, 10, 11]. We believe that
providing support during Compliance Checking (CC) is a viable approach, in contrast to ACC.

In this paper we explore the development of a domain lexicon for CC, captured in a Linked
Data Knowledge Graph (KG). Such a lexicon could greatly benefit research on intelligent
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Regulatory Compliance (i-ReC) tools, e.g., by easing the mapping between the regulatory texts
and CC rules. However, manually constructing and maintaining even small parts of this lexicon
is a tedious task, see Appendix A. Our aim is to speed up the identification of a comprehensive
set of relevant concepts, related terms and surface forms – the form in which a concept occurs in
text. Section 2 describes related work on deriving a lexicon for CC from text. Section 3 describes
our aim, the data we use, and our approach to suggesting related terms to a human annotator.
Section 4 provides some insight in our preliminary results. Despite our relatively small set of
input regulations, we are able to quickly provide annotators with a relatively comprehensive
overview of related terminology and surface forms. We believe our exploratory approach is of
interest to the wider community, and share our data and code so that others may extend and
improve the work as they see fit1.

2. From domain vocabulary to conceptualisation

In this paper, we use ‘building regulations’ to refer to any regulations captured in building
standards, codes of practices, guidance documents and so on. We use the terms ‘lexicon’ and
‘conceptualisation’ interchangeably to refer to the set of classes and properties required to
compose compliance checking rules. Deriving a conceptualisation from text is part of any
approach to ontology [12] or taxonomy [13] learning from text. Expected steps include term
extraction, concept identification, and internal and external concept linking.
Term Extraction: This step revolves around identifying which words, or groups of words,

denote a term – a single unit of information. Related Natural Language Processing tasks
include Information Extraction (IE) [14], Semantic Role Labelling (SRL) [15], and domain term
discovery [16]. In the ACC domain relevant studies include tagging of regulations with semantic
markup, either manually, e.g., RASE [17], or automatic, e.g., Semantic Information Elements
[18]. One challenge identified by these studies is handling terms that consist of multiple words,
so-called Multi-Word Expressionss (MWE) [19]. Proper handling of MWEs is a key issue in NLP
[20, 21, 22], and is especially relevant for IE in technical domains [23].
Concept Identification: This step involves turning the most salient terms into the classes

and properties of a conceptualisation. Related NLP tasks include entity resolution [24, 25] and
canonicalisation [26]. Ideally, concepts are provided with a domain-specific definition and a
set of surface forms [12]. Beyond existing ontologies and classification schemes, such as the
Building Topology Ontology (BOT) [27] and Uniclass [28], useful resources include domain
dictionaries. While construction domain dictionaries exist, even as part of the British Standards,
their terms and definitions are often proprietary – limiting their use in generating a shared
conceptualisation for CC. To the best of our knowledge there exists no work on automated
concept identification in the CC domain.
Internal Concept Linking: This step refers to the identification of relations between

the concepts in a controlled vocabulary, e.g., a conceptualisation. NLP research exists on
automatically learning hierarchical relations between terms, e.g., [29]. Synonym identification
often relies on similarity measures, e.g., [30, 31, 32], while hyper/hyponymy (super/subclass)

1We encourage readers to replicate our results and extend our approach, by sharing our code and data at:
https://github.com/rubenkruiper/irec
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detection may also rely on syntactic patterns, e.g., [33]. In the CC domain WordNet [34] has
been used to link concepts [35] and work exists on a feature-based relation classifier [36].

External Concept Linking: This step refers to identifying relations between the concepts
in a controlled vocabulary, and concepts found in other resources like BOT and Uniclass. A
relation of interest is the indication that two classes are identical, e.g., ‘skos:exactMatch’ and
‘owl:equivalentClass’. Such identity relations make it possible for independently constructed
datasets to use each others’ information [37]. To the best of our knowledge there exists no work
on automating external concept linking or alignment for CC.

3. Method

3.1. Aim

Appendix A describes our initial work towards manually developing a conceptualisation for
the CC domain. Three domain experts each identify a group of terms related to a subtopic,
e.g., ‘thermal insulation’. They identify links between terms found in existing vocabularies, and
extend the terminology where they believe this is required. The three annotators note various
issues, including:

• not being sure if terms added to the KG actually occur in the regulations
• not knowing when the collected terms comprehensively describe a small subdomain
• the tediousness of identifying new terms and relations, especially when definitions are
missing and sources may not be reliable

Over a combined 6 days the annotators identify merely 302 vocabulary terms and link them
to 214 external resources. Our aim is to speed up such manual efforts to identify relevant CC
concepts, related terms and surface forms. It is important to distinguish (1) a vocabulary of
words that occur verbatim in the regulations from a (2) a controlled vocabulary. The former
may simply refer to the set of all the words that occur in the regulations, in our case this set
also includes MWEs. The latter is a set of predefined and preferred terms that may be used in a
domain taxonomy or other knowledge organisation system – the conceptualisation.

Table 1
Overview of the number of sentences in the foreground corpus (MAD) and the background corpus, as
well as the number of SPaR.txt outputs before and after cleaning. Note that about 61% of the retained
spans are a MWE.

MAD EU regulations

sentences 20,598 11,106
SPaR.txt outputs
Unprocessed objects 123,359 72,375
– Unique 43,937 10,408
Cleaned objects 72,625 60,842
– Unique 5,584 2,948
Combined total unique spans 7,940
– MWEs 4,855 (61.15%)
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Figure 1: Overview of our strategy to support the manual identification of salient domain concepts,
directly from the regulations, steps 1 to 3 correspond to Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.

3.2. Data and approach

In order to make our code and data available we rely on the UK Merged Approved Documents
[38], which we will refer to as MAD. This is a set of open access British Building regulations and
guidance that make up a total of 1,247 pages. To help identify which terms are specific to the
building domain, we rely on a background corpus of 5 openly available EU regulations on the
design of medical devices [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. As suggested by [44] we selected the background
corpus based on the similar text genre and similar time periods of publication. Table 1 provides
some insight in the sizes of both input text corpora.

Figure 1 illustrates our approach. First, we extract two sets of salient noun-based spans of
words – one from MAD and one from a background corpus of EU regulations on the design of
medical devices. Section 3.3 explains how we crudely classify the word spans as construction
domain or out-of-domain, taking into account the span’s source corpus and frequency-based
characteristics. Section 3.4 explains how the domain terms are used to generate a KG, with
nodes automatically linked to Uniclass [28] and Wikidata [45] – a large general domain
knowledge base. Section 3.5 describes various node-similarity measures and properties that
we compute between spans in the KG. After adding these additional relations to the KG, we
identify closely related terms through querying the graph, as well as by relying on network
metrics like clustering coefficient, centrality, and degree. The resulting set of relations, and
overall relatedness of terms, makes it possible to present annotators with an overview of terms
that are likely to belong to the same topic.

3.3. Term extraction and domain classification

In previous work, we developed a Shallow Parser for Regulatory texts (SPaR.txt) [46]. SPaR.txt
is originally trained to discover and identify terms – either single words or MWEs expressing a
single unit of information – in the Scottish Building regulations [47]. We run SPaR.txt over our
corpora and limit the identification of Object spans that express noun-based phrases, e.g., real-
world objects or otherwise distinguishable concepts. Examples include ‘the fire-fighting lift ’ and
‘storage building’, but also ‘design process’ and ‘theory’. We post-process the SPaR.txt results
relatively strictly, to improve the quality of terms presented to human annotators. Table 1
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provides an overview of the numbers of candidate terms extracted from both sets of texts.
Inspired by [16] we distinguish domain from out-of-domain concepts based on the frequency
that a term was found in the foreground corpus and background corpus. We adopt a modified
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) metric:

𝑇𝐹-𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 +
𝑓 𝑐𝑡

𝑓 𝑐𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐𝑡
) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑡) (1)

with 𝑓 𝑐𝑡 the number of times term 𝑡 occurs in the foreground corpus, 𝑏𝑐𝑡 the background corpus
count, and 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐼𝐷𝐹 the averaged IDF weight over the subword tokens of term 𝑡.

We compute term embeddings using a basic case-sensitive pre-trained BERT language model
[48], which we multiply with the average IDF-weight of a term’s tokens and normalise as
suggested by [32]. We compute the Nearest Neighbours (NN) graph to identify the 500 most
similar embeddings for each term, relying on cosine similarity. Figure 2 plots the number of
NNs that only appear in the foreground corpus against the modified TF-IDF value for terms.
Note that our TF-IDF value defaults to 0 if a term only occurs in the background corpus. Terms
are labelled as out-of-domain when both (1) their TF-IDF value is below 0.6, and (2) less than
200 out of the 500 NNs can be found only in the foreground corpus. This labelling strategy splits
the total 7,940 terms into 4,958 domain and 2,982 general/out-of-domain terms. Note that these
numbers depend highly on the size of the input data, cleaning, and the domain-classification
values that we picked.

Figure 2: Plot of frequency-based statistics (TF-IDF) against semantic similarity of terms (number
of NNs). Terms with a high TF-IDF value occur more often (or only) in the UK Merged Approved
documents.

3.4. Building the KG

We build our KG as a directed edge-labelled RDF graph. We distinguish between (1) the 295
defined terms that were manually extracted from MAD and (2) spans of text. The former
are added as instances of ‘skos:Concept ’, and provided with their preferred label, alternative
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labels and definitions as found in MAD. The latter are currently added as ‘irec:CharacterSpan’2

instances; these include terms that were automatically extracted from text, terms found in the
index term lists of MAD and terms found in our manually assembled KG. If a span was identified
by SPaR.txt, this is indicated using ‘prov:wasAttributedTo’.

Defined concepts and spans are kept in separate namespaces, the corresponding nodes are
linked through ‘skos:exactMatch’. We add a Uniclass namespace to store Uniclass terms that
occur verbatim in MAD, again linking them to a span node that has the same ‘rdfs:label’ – we
create this span if it did not exist in the KG yet. We also add a Wikidata namespace, to which
we add nodes for those concepts and spans that can be found in Wikidata. The source of nodes
is annotated using ‘prov:hasPrimarySource’.

Where available, we add Wikidata definitions and classification labels to the span nodes in
our graph. Wikidata contains much noise, and many out-of-domain interpretations – e.g., the
span ‘wall’ is amongst others identified as a ‘Unix utility’. We manually annotate the relevance
of 1,220 distinct Wikidata classes that are linked to the defined and index terms from MAD,
and find that 45.7% of these are irrelevant. We only keep definitions and corresponding class
labels, if the label is within our set of classes that were annotated as relevant. We currently add
definitions using ‘irec:wikiDefinition’ and add class labels as separate spans that are linked with
‘rdf:type’. We also provide an indication of whether a term may be specific to the CC domain or
not, based on the domain classification described in Section 3.3.

For the defined terms found in MAD, 25% of the 295 preferred and alternative labels occur
in Wikidata. And while 29% of our spans can be found in Wikidata, this number drops to
13% after filtering out irrelevant Wikidata classes. This indicates that Wikidata (besides being
very noisy), as expected, does not provide the coverage of building domain terms that would be
needed for CC. Finally, we run SPaR.txt on each of the Wikidata definitions. The aim is to
identify whether defined spans are related, based on overlapping terms in their definitions –
inspired by [49]. From the definitions we identify an additional 2,741 spans, which are added to
the graph and related to the respective defined spans with ‘irec:definitionRelation’.

2We define the CharacterSpan class and various properties in our own ‘irec’ namespace, some of these may be
substituted with more commonly used resources to improve interoperability.

Table 2
Overview of the final number of concepts in the KG. Counts are based on a node’s UID (Unique IDentifier)
or preferred label. Most of the concepts that lack a definition are derived from Uniclass.

Grouped by node UID preferred label Nr. of concepts with identical label

Concepts 2,143 1,624 MAD Uniclass Wikidata
– MAD 295 295 0 0 90
– Uniclass 598 580 0 18 93
– Wikidata 1.250 825 90 93 425

Nr. of defined concepts by source
MAD Uniclass WikiData

– Defined 1,540 1,071 295 27 1,218
– Undefined 603 585 0 571 32
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3.5. Identifying domain concepts

The KG contains 2.1K concepts with 1.6K unique preferred labels. Table 2 provides some insight
in the number of concepts, their labels and their definitions. Seven labels have both a concept
node with definition and a concept node without a definition; an example is ‘floating floor ’.
Notably, we do not include any definitions from Uniclass into our KG.

There exist several indicators for spans in the KG to be a good candidate for a CC concep-
tualisation. In the first place, one could rely on the presence of an exact match to a concept
from MAD, Uniclass or Wikidata. Besides a span being represented by one or more concepts,
one could consider looking at closely related spans. To this end, we compute several span-span
features, such as whether a span occurs in the definition of another span – inspired by [49].
This means we run SPaR.txt over all definitions and identify a set of 2.7K additional spans.
Other computed features include:

• Morphological similarity, e.g., based on word overlap and edit distance we determine that
‘structural element ’ is morphologically similar to ‘element of structure’.

• Semantic similarity, we embed spans and the 5 NNs for each span.
• Domain classification, we rely on our crude domain specificity – see Section 3.3 – classifi-
cation to assign a label to spans that were not seen in our corpora, e.g., ‘waterproofing
membrane’ occurs in the definition for ‘green roof ’ and is classified as CC domain.

• We identify potential acronyms in MAD, e.g., ‘LPA’ stands for ‘local planning authority’.
• Antonym-based features, based on the 3.3K antonyms found in WordNet [34].

Nodes in our KG that are highly connected, are likely to include inflections, alternative labels
and sub/super classes. We explore using the Louvain method for community detection [50] to

Figure 3: Overview of terms related to ‘mechanical ventilation’. An ego network was computed with a
given span label (radius 5), which was recursively divided into smaller communities (max size 20). The
visualisation is created by computing the Minimum Spanning Tree for the community that includes the
user defined span label.
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identify highly connected groups of nodes. To this end we convert the KG to a weighted graph
with span-labels as nodes, where edge weights are manually set based on the relation types.
This makes it possible to compute and visualise spans that are highly related in the KG, see
Figure 3 for an example.

4. Initial annotator feedback

Together with the annotators we used a visual interface of the graph, as well as the graph
metrics computed before, to:

• Explore a new subtopic to define for an CC conceptualisation.
• Compare the terms in an existing subtopic against those captured in a graph, to see if
there are additional terms that we might want to add.

First, the new subtopic we aim to map is terminology revolving around ‘ventilation’. Figure 4
visualises a part of the terms in the KG revolving around ventilation. From the KG and graphs
like the one shown in Figure 3, annotators quickly identify a hierarchy of high-level terms,
along with some subclasses and definitions. As an example, the relatively high level term ‘flue’
has subclasses ‘vent ’, ‘duct ’, and ‘chimney’. However, our annotators were asked to rely on the
same spreadsheet approach as used in the manual exploration of building a KG– see AppendixA.
They find that working in a spreadsheet severely limits the types of relations they would like to
add to the KG. As an example, while a ‘cable duct ’ may be a type of ‘duct ’, but it falls outside of
the scope of ventilation-related terms. Similarly, ventilation terminology is interrelated with

Figure 4: Visualisation of terms revolving around ‘ventilation’, created in GraphDB. Colours of nodes:
(red) spans, such as ‘vent ’ and a subclass ‘air vent ’, (purple) concepts, such as the Uniclass term ‘Trickle
vents’ (Pr_30_59_94_90), (blue) primary source nodes, such as the SPaR.txt paper ‘2021.nllp-1.14’.
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drainage terminology. At this stage, it may be beneficial to work with vocabulary editors, such
as VocBench 3 [51].

We compare the manually assembled terms revolving around ‘thermal insulation’ against
those found in our KG. Our manual approach required two days of manual annotation which
resulted in a hierarchy of 30 concepts, with a total of 40 alternative labels, 19 definitions and 13
links to concepts in external resources. Using our KG approach, the annotators were able to
identify 15 additional terms that hadn’t been considered before in ten minutes. These included
missing classes at various depths in the hierarchy, as well as alternative labels. For the new and
existing concepts additional definitions from Wikidata were found, although these are often
too generic – e.g., ‘thermal insulation’ (Q918306) is defined as ‘insulation against heat transfer ’.

Overall, our annotators appreciate the graphical overviews and having terms, definitions and
source information gathered together. They find that the related terms are grouped together
quite well, which makes it easier to get a comprehensive overview of alternative and related
terms for a concept. The access to various surface forms (inflections) is more useful from a
computing perspective. However, while adding new terminology following our spreadsheet
approach – see Appendix A – the annotators stress the need for a better editing environment.
The consensus is that, ideally, the graphical overview of the KG allows adding new concepts
and relations directly.

5. Conclusion and limitations

SolvingACC touches on a variety of open research problems, such as semantic parsing, canonical-
isation and ontology matching. We present work on one of these sub-tasks, namely identifying
the lexicon of terms that may be used to compose CC rules. Candidate terms are for a large
part directly extracted from building regulations. By adding the terms to a KG, it is possible
to capture a large variety of relations between the candidates, as well as link them to external
resources. External resources that we relied on are an example of an existing vocabulary within
the building domain, Uniclass, and an example of a large general domain knowledge base,
Wikidata. We show that (1) regulatory texts can provide a basis for a CC conceptualisation,
and (2) using a KG to capture terminology can serve as a promising support tool for developing
such a conceptualisation.

Our approach is exploratory and should be seen as a proof-of-concept. Most of the computing
steps may be tweaked, or replaced. As an example, the way we currently compute some features,
such as morphological similarity between spans 𝒪(𝑛2), limits the scalability of our approach.
Further research would be required to determine, e.g., the value of computed features, the
relevance of Wikidata classes, the domain classification. As noted, our KG schema contains
several idiosyncratic RDF classes and properties that may be replaced with more widely used
equivalents. Furthermore, due to licensing restrictions our KG only covers the MAD. This limits
the scope and usability of the KG, as well as its use for suggesting terms that should be included
in a CC lexicon.
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A. Manually developing a KG for ACC

We start by exploring the manual extension and linking of controlled vocabularies in the building
domain. While this approach is not scalable, the development can provide important lessons
for approaching the creation of a domain vocabulary [52]. We model our vocabulary using the
Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS), a common data model for sharing and linking
knowledge resources like thesauri, taxonomies and classification schemes [53].

An example of a controlled vocabulary in the building domain is Uniclass [28]. However,
only 598 (4%) of the 15K Uniclass terms occur verbatim in the 1.274 pages of the UK Merged
Approved documents (MAD). This means that there is a severe mismatch between the wording
used in the regulations and the wording used in Uniclass. On the one hand, Uniclass has a
far wider coverage. On the other hand, considering the wide coverage of Uniclass one would
expect that many of its terms can be found in a relatively generic set of building regulations
like the Approved Documents. In conclusion, Uniclass can be expected to require substantial
extension or reformatting if it is to provide a shared conceptualisation that aligns with the
regulation texts.

A.1. Approach

Our first step is to develop a workflow for the collection and annotation of terminology that
works for our annotators. We then record new entities and relations through existing vocabulary
editors, such as VocBench 3 [51]. However, after several weeks and a multitude of meetings, we
settled on using a spreadsheet to capture three small subdomains of interest. See Table 3 for
an example of the template we used. The aim is to ensure consistency in capturing concepts,
alternative labels, definitions, exact matches and other SKOS-based triples.

A.2. Findings

Developing a workflow and adding terms to the KG manually takes a tremendous amount of
time. With the workflow in place it is still challenging to identify synonyms and hyponyms of
terms. Our three annotators indicated to have spent at least two full days each on composing
their part of the graph. As a result of these six days of work, only 302 vocabulary terms
were identified with a total of 130 alternative labels. In 214 cases, a term was linked to the
unique identifier of a matching term in an external resource; Uniclass (49%), NRM3 (4%), and
a selection of British Standards vocabularies (49%). Note that terms and definitions from the
British Standards vocabularies cannot be shared due to licensing restrictions. Furthermore, the
six days of work does not include the development of a workflow for annotation or developing
scripts to integrate their separate annotations.

Initially, annotators identified relevant terms through search engines and keyword search in
classification systems and standards. However, they found it difficult to identify appropriate
sources of domain terminology. The quality of the sources is not always easy to judge, and a
lack of definitions complicates the identification of relations between terms. Another hurdle is
determining whether the terms identified are actually used in the regulations. Classification
systems, and Uniclass in particular, are found to contain classes that are inconsistent with every
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day language use in industry. To exemplify this, many leaf nodes in Uniclass are amalgamations
of properties, such as ‘fibre cement profiled sheet self-supporting cladding systems’. This finding
corroborates the statement that classification schemes represent the needs of the issuing agencies,
rather than the needs of users [54].

In the end annotators agreed on a standard set of sources to use, accepting the risk of missing
specialist sources for particular subject areas – which may include the more obscure terms that
would be useful to capture in the KG. Sources such as the British Standards vocabularies are noted
to be particularly valuable. In many cases definitions makes it easier to identify synonymous or
closely related terms. As such, definitions reduce the need for domain knowledge and make the
annotation process less error prone. Nevertheless, establishing which relationship should exist
between terms in the KG can be difficult.

It is hard to determine when a comprehensive overview of terminology has been achieved.
Annotators found themselves disagreeing on which terms to include and how they relate. They
thought ‘skos:related’ is too vague, and tended to interpret ‘skos:broader ’ as a ‘rdfs:subClas-
sOf ’ relation. The latter would imply that both terms are classes in the KG schema, just as
‘skos:Concept ’ is a class.
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Table 3
Part of the annotation template used for the manual curation of a KG, with several hierarchical examples.
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